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APC ACTIVITIES 
Next Meeting  TBA 

Board Meeting TBA 

PhotoShows 

   May 18, 2020 Moving Water 

   July 20, 2020 Rust 

   Sept. 21, 2020 Park Life 

   Nov. 23, 2020 Shadows 

Field Trips  TBA 

Exhibits   

   August 21, 2020 Paramount Theater 

Programs 

   April 20, 2020 Cancelled 

   June 15, 2020 Roaming the Nation Parks 

   Bill Stice—NC Photographer 

   August 17, 2020 Birds of North Carolina 

      Sean Leahy—NC Photographer 

   October 19, 2020 Interesting Experiences 

   Doing Wedding Photography 

   Darrell Coble—Wedding 

   Photographer 

1st Place—Ray Munns 

“Black and White” 

More Top 

Pics 

Page 4 

http://www.alamancephoto.com/
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The April Meeting of the Alamance Photog-

raphy Club has been cancelled. 

Currently we are not sure when the quaran-

tines due to the Coronavirus will be lifted. All 

we (APC Board) can do is communicate 

through emails and updates to our website as 

we find out on a daily, weekly and monthly 

basis. The best plan is to abide by the rules of 

Twin Lakes and the government and distance 

ourselves from large group meetings and 

outings. This is difficult when you are a social 

club that loves interaction with each other. 

The important thing is to be safe and healthy 

for now and years to come.  

Take this time to go through your images and 

organize and cleanup the files and look for 

those lost or hidden treasures. I know this 

would keep me busy for a long time.  

I know it was an unexpected and last-minute 

decision to cancel the March meeting, howev-

er with all the entries summited, our Judge 

Chris Almerini did a great job under the unu-

sual circumstances. He expressed his desire to 

visit the club in person sometime in the fu-

ture. Thanks Chris!  

As always, I was overwhelmed by the subjects 

and quality of images summited. Great work 

members! 

We should take time and capture some imag-

es for the upcoming Photo Show topics 

“Moving Water”, “Rust”, “Park Life”, and 

“Shadows”. We should be prepared with im-

ages so that we can be ready for the upcoming 

Photo Shows no matter where or when or 

how they take place. Even if they are done by 

email or online voting, the continuation of us-

ing your cameras and keeping your creative 

juices flowing is a good way to get through un-

certain times.  

During our “Social Distancing” we can look for 

opportunities and come up with some photo-

graphic ideas around the house. Try some win-

dow lighting on subjects, using direct and indi-

rect light as well as diffusers and reflectors. 

Spring is here and let’s get outside and cap-

ture some flowers and nature if it permits 

keeping with the rules currently in place. Try 

some macro set ups with objects and flowers. 

This is a good time to test your close-up abili-

ties with your lenses and/or any close-up 

attachments you may have. Try different aper-

tures to get a better understanding of depth 

of field with macro at close distances.  

Hopefully we will be back to normal soon. 

Look forward to seeing you in person! 

Until then, I will be Behind the Lens and six 

feet from my subjects!  

                                                                          

Mike King 
APC President 
Mking0379@gmail.com 
336-260-0379 

 

President’s Comments—April 2020 

Behind the Lens with Mike King 

(and six feet from my subjects) 

mailto:Mking0379@gmail.com
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 President  Mike King 

 1st & 2nd    V/P  and  Scott Duvall 
Program Chairs Sam Lynch 

 Secretary  George Siple 

 Treasurer  Nancy Jacobus 

 PhotoShow Committee 
Chair  Keith O'Leary    
Members  Herbert House 

    Gene Lentz 

 Outings/Field Trips Hugh Comfort 

 Publicity Chair  Jayne Tapia 

 Exhibit Chair  Sandra Whitesell 

 Membership Chair Carole Barnard 

 Twin Lakes Rep. Len Barnard  

 Web Master  JP Lavoie 

 Past President  Len Barnard 

 Editor   Ray Munns 

Membership Musings 
Greetings from Twin Lakes.  From my point of view, as we navigate living in these un-
certain times, please know that Len and I are missing all of you and seeing each oth-
er at our monthly meetings.  Social contact is an important element in our daily lives.  
Here at Twin Lakes, all gatherings, fitness classes and dining rooms are closed.  Our 
meals can be ordered and picked up at certain hours.  However, we can find ways to 
enjoy our days.  We have a sign on our patio, “Patio Rules”, which apply now more 
than ever!  Here they are: 

 Put your feet up 

 Listen to the birds 

 Read a book 

 Enjoy family & friends 

 LAUGH 

 Sip a drink 

 Feel the breeze 

 RELAX  

Today, March 20, is a great day to be outside.  Porch sitting has always been a won-
derful way to spend your time.  Our editor will keep us in touch with our Newsletters 
so accentuate the positives and eliminate the negatives and keep smiling. 

 

‘Till we meet again, 

Carole Barnard, Membership Chair 
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March 16th PhotoShow: Black & White  
 

2nd Place—Don Myles 

HM 2—Dick Schenck HM 1—Bob Finley 

3rd Place—Gary Gorby 

HM 3—Gene Lentz 

Chris Almerini, thank you for your 
time and effort in judging our 
March PhotoShow! We are sorry 
that we didn’t have the chance to 
meet you in person.  Be sure to visit 
with us. Also, thanks to Keith 
O’Leary for arranging and emailing 
the judged photo entries. 
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Attention Please! 

 Please note that the APC activities (listed at the bottom of our cover 
page) are fluid and subject to change.  Members should look for any no-
tifications by email about future events, meetings and locations. 

 The April Meeting of the Alamance Photography Club has been can-
celled. 

 Since our fellowship and programs are currently on hold because of the 
Coronavirus, let’s try something different.  If you like, send your editor 
one or two of your favorite photos that you have taken while on 
“lockdown” because of the virus to raymunns@bellsouth.net.  Let’s see 
what we can find to shoot without being around others.  In order to 
have time to get them posted in our May newsletter, please get them to 
me no later than April 23rd.  Also, try to make each image 5 MB or less 
for emailing purposes.  

APC Field Trips for the Immediate Future 

Due to current conditions throughout our state and nation, the April 4, 2020 

field trip to Duke Gardens is postponed indefinitely. Until life returns to 

'normal', no field trips will be planned.  Nevertheless, photographers should do 

what photographers do, and that is to take photographs whenever the oppor-

tunity presents itself.  I can imagine that there will come a time when we will 

send out a call for photos that show what 'social distancing' looks like, and we 

will want to see your take on that. 

 

Hugh Comfort—Outings/Field Trips Chair 

mailto:raymunns@bellsouth.net
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APC Exhibits—2020 

Our annual photography exhibit will again be at the Paramount Theater in Bur-
lington from August 21st thru October 18th. Our Paramount APC Reception is 
scheduled for September 12th from 5 until 7—so mark your calendars. 

Our second exhibit this year will be a collaboration with the Burlington Artist 
League members at The Center for Creative Leadership in Greensboro, NC. 
The Alamance Photography Club members participating in the CCL exhibit can 
choose to have their photos considered by the BAL members for collaboration. 
We have invited members of the BAL to preview the photos from our mem-
bers that are interested so that they can select some of the images and cre-
ate works of artistic representation in different types of media. We will have 
the selected artistic images displayed along with the photographers’ work as a 
"double take" exhibit. This has been done at other exhibits and was over-
whelmingly received with great reviews and acceptance. We are excited to join 
our creative endeavors with the Burlington Artists League. Make sure you are 
taking and selecting your images for your entries for this amazing event. 
Please let us know if you are going to participate in hanging at the CCL...ASAP. 
If you are interested in having your photos considered by the BAL members, 
please let Sandra Whitesell (sandracecil65@bellsouth.net) know as soon as 
possible. Be assured that you can still hang at the CCL even if you do not wish 
to participate with the BAL Gallery members...we need to get an idea how 
many.  

We will distribute more details as soon as they are available. 

Now is a good time to be getting out on an 
outing, away from the public,  and get 
some good material for our upcoming ex-
hibits.  

 

Looking forward to our time together 
again.  

Stay safe and take care, God Bless you 
all, Sandra 

mailto:sandracecil65@bellsouth.net
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Changes for --- 2020!! 
 

I know over the past few APC meetings that you have attended, you have noticed the con-
struction happening at Twin Lakes. Well, that construction/renovation will impact us 
starting in May, 2020. In an effort to ensure you are aware how this renovation will impact 
our future meetings, please see the “Alamance Photography Club 2020 Calendar of 
Events” (following page). I have identified our new meeting location in Red. Also to aid you 
in identifying the location, I have attached an architect drawing with specific buildings 
identified in Red. (See below) 
 
Len Barnard --- 336-270-3194  
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Alamance Photography Club 
2020  

Calendar of Events 

 
January  
 January 20, 2020   PhotoShow --- Curves & Spirals 
 

February 
              February 3, 2020   Board Meeting 
              February 17, 2020   Program 
         
March 
 March 16, 2020   PhotoShow --- Black & White 
 

April  
 April 6, 2020   Board Meeting   
             April 20, 2020   Program 
 

May 
 May 18, 2020   PhotoShow --- Moving Water --- Meet in Chapel 
 

June   
 June 1, 2020   Board Meeting --- Meet in Deacon Point Private Dining Room 
 June 15, 2020   Program --- Meet in Chapel 
 

July 
 July 20, 2020   PhotoShow --- RUST --- Meet in Chapel  
 

August  
 August 3, 2020   Board Meeting --- Meet in Deacon Point Private Dining Room  
 August 17, 2020   Program --- Meet in Chapel 
 

September 
 September 21, 2020   PhotoShow --- Park Life (1 or more people in natural park or  
                                                                                 recreation area) --- Meet in Chapel 
October  
 October 5, 2020   Board Meeting --- Meet in Deacon Point Private Dining Room 
 October 19, 2020   Program --- Meet in Chapel 
 

November 
 November 16, 2020   PhotoShow --- Shadows --- Meeting?????????? 
 

December 
 December 7, 2020   Board Meeting --- TBD 
 December 21, 2020   Christmas Social --- Back in normal Gathering Room 
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Butterfly Photography Tips and Techniques 

By Bart Heirweg 

As a nature photographer, the day often starts with the question: where do I begin? There 

are so many photographic opportunities, and it is not always easy to choose the right ob-

ject at the right moment. But among all of nature’s amazing diversity, there is one species 

you just can’t take bad pictures of: namely, butterflies. With the right preparation you’ll 

easily get one final colorful image, due to these bright creatures and the colorful flowers 

they feed on. 

While this seems an ideal subject for nature photography, many starting photographers 

find photographing butterflies quite challenging. These little winged creatures can be very 

active and in that way don’t keep still long enough to take the right shots. But with the fol-

lowing list of tips and the right amount of patience, you’ll see that photographing butter-

flies is a very rewarding photographic activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Rama-rama” captured by Mohd Tajuddin Tahir 

Where and when 

From April until late August, butterflies can be found almost everywhere. The most com-

mon species have adapted to live in urban areas, so you can find them easily by simply 

walking around in your own garden. You could even attract different species by planting 

flowers and bushes that attract these little insects. Certain butterflies can also be attracted 

by putting out rotting fruit. 
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Butterfly Photography Tips and Techniques . . . Continued 

In the past decades, butterflies have declined dramatically due to the loss of their habitats 

and the plants that a species of butterfly may be reliant upon. To find rare and endangered 

butterflies, you might have to drive to specific locations, where only a small population is 

left. Keep in mind that these populations are very vulnerable, so always try to take your 

photographs with great respect for nature and the environment. 

Because butterflies depend on the warmth of the sun, I usually go out photographing 

them in the early mornings and evenings, as they are less active then. It might then be 

harder to find them, so look carefully for butterflies resting on flowers or grasses. 

Don’t hesitate to go out on a clouded day as well; the light is soft then, which allows you to 

photograph in “good” light the whole day. 

Once you have found an obliging individual, approach it carefully without disturbing it and 

take all the shots you can. It also helps to wear dark clothing because it doesn’t scare 

butterflies off as easily as light colored clothing does. 

Equipment to use 

I could actually write a whole article about the equipment necessary for photographing 

butterflies, but if you’re just a starting photographer of butterflies, I would recommend the 

following material in particular. The best choice would probably be a DSLR combined with 

a macro lens, but if you don’t have that on hand, you could also use your telephoto lens. 

My first butterfly shots were taken with a Nikon Coolpix 995, so even a digital compact 

camera can get you started. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Butterfly” captured by Alexei Edel 
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Butterfly Photography Tips and Techniques . . . Continued 

Furthermore, I would recommend a macro lens of 100mm or more, because they allow 

greater working distance. A longer focal length gives a nice out-of-focus background. I use 

a Sigma 150mm macro and this combination gives me very satisfying results when taking 

shots of butterflies. 

Most of the time I use a tripod, as well. You will be working with rather small apertures in 

order to get the butterfly completely in focus, therefore resulting in low shutter speeds. If 

you go out early in the morning or on a cloudy day, the available light might be poor and a 

tripod really is necessary. 

On a cloudy day, a flash unit can be used as a fill-flash to add an extra punch to your image 

or it can be used as an extra source of light. When photographing in full sun, use a fill-flash 

to soften the harsh shadows. 

For really small objects, extension tubes allow an even closer focusing distance. An extend-

er will allow a greater working distance and a remote cord can avoid blurry images due to 

camera shake, when photographing at very low shutter speeds. 

Things to keep in mind 

When photographing close-up, the depth of field is very small. So in order to have your 

butterfly completely in focus, you need a small aperture. For butterflies that have their 

wings closed, an aperture of f/5.6 will do, but for butterflies that have their wings spread 

open, you might need an aperture of f/10 and higher. If your camera has a depth of field 

preview button, use it to see how much of your subject is in focus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“butterfly” captured by LaurelAnne 
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Butterfly Photography Tips and Techniques . . . Continued 

You should also pay attention to your background. Try to avoid cluttered backgrounds. By 

simply changing the position of your tripod a little, you might avoid distracting objects in 

the background. Images that have a soft out of focus background, isolating the subject, 

have far more impact on the viewer. 

I suggest you use manual focus when doing close-up photography. The narrow depth of 

field requires an extremely precise focus and having your camera focusing on the wrong 

part of your subject can completely ruin your shot. 

Look for a good composition, generally avoid placing your subject in the middle but use 

the rule of thirds, your image will have far more impact on its viewers. If your camera has a 

live preview function, you can also use this to check your composition.  

Finally take a few shots and check your histogram for correct exposure. 

I find that butterflies loan themselves very well for experimenting with light. Step away 

from the standard image and take that same shot using backlighting, you might be sur-

prised about the results. 

Good luck 

As you can read, there are a few things to keep in mind. It is often very frustrating when 

you see a nice butterfly sitting on a colorful flower, you approach it very carefully, put your 

tripod and camera in position, and when you are about to take the first shot it flies off. But 

if you have enough patience, I can assure you that some rewarding images can be taken. 

Think outside the box and try to add a little more drama to your shots by trying out differ-

ent techniques. Don’t hesitate to photograph from different angles, in different light and 

you’ll soon notice that experimenting with all these elements will improve your pictures. I 

hope these basic tips can get you started, but don’t forget to be creative yourself. 
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Working with Water in Motion 

CDLC Editor Jennifer Wu 

Photographing moving water at different shutter speeds produces different looks, from a 

silky effect to frozen detail. When photographing the ocean surf, waterfalls, streams or any 

moving water, I often bracket the shutter speeds to create a variety of results. In the verti-

cal waterfall image in Iceland, the water appears nice and smooth. The horizontal image of 

the same waterfall presents more detail, permitting more shape with enough blur to en-

dow the shot with a sense of motion. I like both effects, so I vary the shutter speed to get 

more or less detail. When bracketing the shutter speeds, review each image on LCD Moni-

tor to judge the results. If you see silky water with no detail where it is all white, move to a 

faster shutter speed. If there is too much detail where the water looks like ice, use a slower 

shutter to add enough blur for a velvety water effect. 

Shutter Speed Choice 

How fast or slow the water is moving is a factor to help decide shutter speed for the 

amount of blur or detail. A slow versus fast moving stream will have different effects at the 

same shutter speed. In addition, wider-angle lenses show less apparent motion compared 

to a telephoto from the same distance. 

Vertical waterfall: Polarizing filter 

and slow shutter for the smooth 

effect. (EF 24-70 f/2.8L USM lens at 

24mm, 6/10 sec, f/16, ISO 100) 

Horizontal waterfall: Polarizing filter. 

More detail in the water with a faster 

shutter speed. (EF 24-70 f/2.8L lens 

at 24mm, 1/10 sec, f/16, ISO 100)  

Several factors to help decide the shutter speed:  

 The flow rate of the water—slower shutter for more blur with slow moving streams 

 The amount of blur or detail you want—slower shutter for more blur 

 Focal length of the lens—a telephoto lens will show more movement and a wide-angle 
lens shows less movement with the same shutter speed. Use longer shutter speeds for 
wide-angle lenses to generate the same amount of blur. 

Water falls at the same rate whether it is a faint stream or large waterfall. They gain mo-

mentum with the distance. Like anything else, air resistance is the factor that will limit the 

speed of falling water. 
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Working with Water in Motion . . . Continued 

In Yosemite, 1/125th of a second contrib-

uted some detail in the fast moving water-

falls. By contrast, I prefer 1/15th of a sec-

ond or slower to smooth the slower mov-

ing water on streams and rivers. 

Using 1/125th of a second or faster with a 

medium telephoto lens helps stop the ac-

tion on a waterfall and give it some detail. 

Photographed with the EF 70-300mm f/4-

5.6L IS USM lens at 244mm, 1/250 sec, f/11, ISO 200. A polarizer was used to enhance the 

rainbow. Be careful as you can make the rainbow disappear when completely polarized.  

Use a fast shutter speed to stop the action of moving water. For waves at the ocean, I use 

around 1/1000th of a second to get the detail in the splash. Each droplet is now frozen in 

time. 

Other Factors 

Tripod: A sturdy tripod will be necessary for slow shutter speeds. Tripods are a good idea 
for higher shutter speeds as well, since they aid in fine-tuning the final composition. Keep 
in mind it is often windy at the base of a waterfall or around the ocean surf. Weigh down 
the tripod if necessary to avoid vibration or the tripod tipping over. 

 

 

Morro Bay rocks and surf. I used a 3-
stop neutral density filter and a polariz-
er to smooth out the ocean surf. (EOS 
5D Mark II, EF 24-70 f/2.8L lens at 
24mm, 10 sec, f/16, ISO 100)  
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Working with Water in Motion . . . Continued 

 

 

Morro Bay sunset. I used a 5-stop neu-
tral density filter to obtain the softness 
of the waves. (EOS 5D Mark II, 13 sec, 
f/16, ISO 100)  

 

 

 

Exposure: When taking a photograph, I decide whether the shutter speed or f-stop is the 

most important and set that first. Normally, I use manual mode and set the shutter speed 

first, followed by the f-stop. Next, I set ISO, ideally the lowest ISO for the camera without 

going into the expanded low settings. Using the lowest ISO produces the least noise and 

gives you the best image quality. If the shutter speed is too slow, I raise the ISO to get the 

proper exposure. Too slow a shutter speed lacks any detail in the water and looks washed 

out. Finally, if necessary I add a filter as discussed below. 

Shutter Speed: In order to get slow shutter speeds for the satiny effect, try photographing 

in low light conditions. Full sun may demand too fast a shutter speed to show the motion 

of the water. For example: photograph at low light around sunrise or sunset with the sub-

ject catching the first or last rays of light. Exposure is easier when the water is in the shade, 

but be aware that your color temperature will change with a shift towards blue. Overcast 

conditions work well most of the time. 

Filters: Using a polarizer will reduce your shutter speed time by two f-stops. Turn the polar-

izer to see the effect on shiny rock surfaces and note how the reduced glare reveals detail 

and form. However, be careful when using a polarizer so as not to take out desired colorful 

reflections. Neutral density filters, not graduated neutral density, will reduce the light to 

the sensor, allowing for a slower shutter speed. 

Ideas: Water in all of its forms is a dynamic subject open to many approaches. I like photo-

graphing streams in the shade with green leaves reflected onto streams in the afternoon. 

Yosemite’s Fern Spring is good for that type of shot. Photographing along Yosemite’s 

Merced River at sunrise provides the opportunity to capture the warm reflections of the 

mountains in the river. Fall colors, when the leaves are lit with sun and the water is in 

shade reflecting the leaves, is a perennial favorite of mine.  
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Working with Water in Motion . . . Continued 

Tips for keeping the lens dry: Use a lens hood to keep spray off the lens. Carry a hand tow-
el or pack towel to dry the camera and tripod when you return to the car from the shoot. 
Use a chamois cloth to wipe the droplets off the front element of the lens. Chamois are 
used to wipe cars dry and it works just as well on the lens. If you are in heavy spray from 
waterfalls, the ocean or rain, it is helpful to carry a small sized soft absorbent pack towel to 
wipe most of the water from the body of the lens. Then use the chamois as the pack towel 
will get soaked too fast and become useless. 

Tips for cleaning sea spray: First, use an air blower or soft brush to remove any bits of sand 
or dust that might scratch the lens. Do not use canned air because it has propellant that 
can damage the lens. 

Next, wipe down your camera, lenses and tripod with a damp cloth to clean off the salt 
from the sea spray. Do this as soon as possible. 

If you get sea spray on the front element of the lens, use a drop of lens cleaning fluid on a 
lens tissue to remove it. Do not put fluid directly on the lens. Use lens cleaning solution de-
signed for camera lenses and not anything abrasive like solvents. Wipe in a circular motion 
from the center outward. If it is very misty, bring the fluid and wipes with you to the 
ocean. 

Another option is using a UV filter to protect the front element of the lens from the salt in 
the sea spray. You can clean the filter after the shoot in the same way as mentioned above. 
If you get sand on the filter, I would rinse under running water and dry. Clean the eye -
piece in the same way if needed. 

Have fun photographing moving water and creating inspiring images! 

Smooth Wave, Morro Bay, California. (EOS 5D 
Mark II, EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6L at 135mm, 
4/10 sec, f/22, ISO 100)  

 

 

 
 

 

Wave in Action, Morro Bay, California. (EOS 
Canon 5D mark II, 70-300mm f/4-5.6L at 
300mm, 1/1000 sec, f/5.6, ISO 200)  
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Still Life Photography Tips and Techniques 

By Autumn Lockwood 

 

Still life photography has many uses. Perhaps you want to take a picture of a beautiful shell 
or perhaps take a picture of a product that you’re selling on eBay. Other reasons for learn-
ing still life photography may include selling still life photograph downloads at stock pho-
tography sites or to food magazines. No matter what your reason, still life photography is a 
great skill to learn. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Photo by Rick 
Harris 

 
 
 
 
 

Unless you’re photographing specific products or pictures for a magazine assignment, the 
subjects for your still life photography are endless. Despite common belief, still life photog-
raphy isn’t limited to just pictures of apples and grapes. Even something like artfully ar-
ranged spools of thread can be interesting and visually appealing. Microstock sites like 
Shutterstock and iStock that cater to commercial users have a high demand for all sorts of 
still life, often of very simple objects, like a cup of coffee or a key. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
Photo by C_osett 
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Still Life Photography Tips and Techniques . . . Continued 

People often times think of still life photography as a lot easier than other types of photog-

raphy like sports or landscape photography. With stills, you often have full control over the 

composition and can arrange the inanimate objects exactly how you want them.  

And sometimes, good quality still life pictures can be even more challenging to photo-

graph. That’s because they are close up so it’s easy to spot imperfections like a blemish on 

a piece of fruit that would usually pass unnoticed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo by Samantha Durfee 

Despite the challenges, using basic photography skills and the following tips, you can cre-

ate quality still life pictures. 

Lighting for Still Life Photography 

Professional photographers usually use a soft box or a light box to shoot their still life pho-

tos. Although soft boxes can help out a lot, they still aren’t absolutely necessary to get 

good results as you’ll see shortly. However, if you do want one, you can find a soft box 

online or you can easily make one using instructions you find online. The purpose of these 

lighting tools is to provide even light on the subject. 

You can also get a good quality of light by setting up your photo shoot outside. A high over-

cast or bright sky can create a natural soft box effect without having any of the harsh shad-

ows. 
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Still Life Photography Tips and Techniques . . . Continued 

Composing Still Life Pictures 

When composing your photograph, you need to 
arrange the objects in a pleasing composition. 
You should consider using classical composition 
techniques like the “Rule of Thirds”, “Leading 
Lines” or “Frame within a Frame” for ideas of 
how to best compose your pictures. 

 

 

Photo by Olga Filonenko 

 

Artfully arrange the objects using your imagination. For example, if you’re taking a picture 
of an apple, try taking a bite out of it to give it some added interest. 

Fill the Frame with Your Still Life Subject 

When taking still life pictures, always remem-
ber that your subject should be the only thing 
that you see in your viewfinder or LCD screen. 
You need to remove any distractions or 
clutter from the background so you can have 
a clean and up close image. 
 

 

Photo by aotaro 

If you have a backdrop or background that you don’t like, don’t worry about it because it 
can be easily solved. The light box or soft box will solve this problem. If you’re taking pic-
tures outside and have a distracting background, simply place a piece of white foam board 
behind your subject and you’ll be all set. If you want a sharp image, make sure to use mac-
ro mode or you can end up with a fuzzy image. 

Look for a Good Angle 

Instead of shooting from your height, hold the camera so that it is level with your subject. 
You should also try shooting from a variety of different angles. Hopefully, you can start ap-
plying these still life photography tips immediately so you can start seeing a difference in 
the quality of your still life images.  
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8 Things Photographers Need to Know about 

Memory Cards 

By Jim Harmer 

 

Memory Card Tip #1:  Do not listen to the MANY photography instructors who teach that 

brand doesn't matter, or that SanDisk and Lexar are both the same.  That is simply incor-

rect.  The truth is that there are loads of very relevant differences between the two.  For 

example, SanDisk has had several exclusives with Nikon in which they create a memory 

card that is able to access the full processing power of the camera. 

Memory Card Tip #2: I constantly hear professional photographers teach that photogra-

phers need to get a super-fast memory card only for shooting video.  While it is true that 

HD video produces large files, digital RAW files produce more data in a shorter period of 

time when photographers shoot a quick burst of multiple RAW files.  Fast memory cards 

are even more vital to still photographers who shoot bursts than HDSLR users.  

Memory Card Tip #3: Never “erase all images” on your card.  Always format the 

card.  DSLRs provide both an “Erase all images” option and a “format card” option.  Choose 

the format card option in order to prevent a host of different errors that can arise by simp-

ly erasing all images.  Formatting the card will re-organize the folder structure and prevent 

database errors. 

Memory Card Tip #4: While we're discussing how to erase all images, never erase any of 

the images by using the computer.  This will taint your database and can cause even more 

errors than “Erase all images.”  If you persist in erasing images by using the computer, you 

Canon shooters will face the famed ERR-99 (side note: that is a general error that is not 

specific to memory card problems, but memory card problems are one of the things that 

can draw the error). 

Memory Card Tip #5: Because I properly format my memory cards and never edit the 

contents of the card from the computer, I rarely have technical issues with memory 

cards.  However, I have broken several memory cards by not storing them properly or rip-

ping them out of the card reader.  This is particularly true with SD memory cards, which 

have delicate little pieces of plastic on the underside which can easily be bent or broken off 

if misused.  Treat 'em like a baby. 
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Memory Card Tip #6: According to Lexar, using high-capacity memory cards uses more 

battery life from your camera.  The reduction in battery use is slight, but I think it’s a handy 

bit of knowledge. 

Memory Card Tip #7: Both Lexar and SanDisk professional-level cards come with a free 

program that can help you recover the images on your card if you accidentally delete 

them.  If you delete something accidentally, STOP SHOOTING, bring the card home, run the 

card through the program, and you'll probably get the shot back–even if you formatted the 

card.  I have not tried SanDisk’s program for memory cards, but I give high marks to Lexar's 

Image Rescue Software. 

Memory Card Tip #8: If you are unsuccessful at recovering images on a corrupted Lexar 

memory card, you can actually send the card to Lexar at NO COST and they will have a 

technician perform professional data recovery on the card, put the images on a DVD, and 

mail you a new card and the images.  Now THAT is impressive service!  As far as I know, 

SanDisk doesn't offer this level of customer support. 
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